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add to word list to have an opportunity to do something i didn t get a chance to speak
to her i would have liked to meet him but i never got the chance see get chance fewer
examples i got a chance to meet up with some old school friends when back home at the
weekend key takeaways when you get a chance is polite and formal and it shows you
respect someone s busy schedule at your earliest convenience is a great professional
phrase to include in your writing try using in your own time to sound a bit more
genuine and informal when you need to 1 have you had a chance to review one of the
simplest synonyms for did you get a chance is have you had a chance to review after all
did you get and have you had are synonymous in most instances so you can switch between
them at will we recommend using this phrase when emailing your boss did you get a
chance too is an extremely common phrase in english we use it when we re politely
inquiring whether or not someone has done something however it s not always the best
choice if you re hoping to sound professional or formal especially if you re writing an
email when someone gets a chance when you ask people to do something this phrase lets
them know that they don t have to do it immediately they can do it at a time that s
convenient for them here s an example can you help me with this when you get a chance
noun us tʃæns uk tʃɑːns chance noun opportunity add to word list b1 c an occasion that
allows something to be done get a chance i didn t get a chance to talk to her have a
chance if you have a chance try the steak give someone a chance he s a very smart kid
and just needs someone to give him a chance have you got a chance to x asks if the
person has a chance to do something e g have you got a chance to win the lottery it
essentially implies that being able to do something is mostly out of your control
asking have you got a chance to look into this when you get a chance also found in
acronyms when you get a chance as soon as you have a bit of free time hey sarah when
you get a chance would you mind looking over these financial reports there s something
i want to discuss with you when you get a chance see also chance get definition of
chance chance tʃɑːns tʃæns variable noun noun that if there is a chance of something
happening it is possible that it will happen see full entry for chance collins cobuild
advanced learner s dictionary copyright harpercollins publishers definition of get get
get link verb 1 a the unknown and unpredictable element that causes an event to result
in a certain way rather than another spoken of as a real force b as modifier a chance
meeting related adj fortuitous 2 fortune luck fate 3 an opportunity or occasion 4 a
risk gamble you take a chance with his driving list of polite ways to say did you get a
chance were you able to take a look at have you had an opportunity to check did you
happen to have a moment to review have you had a chance to look over were you able to
give it a glance did you find time to examine have you managed to consider were you
afforded the opportunity to assess 1 are have a chance and get a chance interchangeable
if so is this an ae be thing call me when you have a chance call me when you get a
chance longman says they are yet i usually come across get a chance in movies so is
perhaps get a chance ae last edited nov 19 2020 sound shift senior member derby central
england one such phrase is did you get a chance a polite inquiry about someone s
progress or availability however this phrase can become repetitive and lose its impact
over time therefore finding 12 polite alternatives can enhance your communication
skills and keep your language fresh and engaging the art of polite inquiry get a chance
synonyms 220 words and phrases for get a chance have a chance v get the chance v get
the opportunity there s a good chance have the occasion another bite at the cherry
opportunity appropriate moment appropriate occasion appropriate time as one door closes
another one opens opportunity gap in the market definition of chance chance tʃɑːns
tʃæns variable noun noun that if there is a chance of something happening it is
possible that it will happen see full entry for chance collins cobuild advanced learner
s dictionary copyright harpercollins publishers definition of get get get link verb 1
as in luck the uncertain course of events rather than leave everything to chance let s
plan how we re going to spend our time in new york city synonyms similar words
relevance luck circumstance accident hazard casualty fate hap risk uncertainty
randomness fortune tinypigeon 29 sep 2020 featured answer english uk english us in my
opinion these are interchangeable with each other you could use either one and it would
be correct for example if i got the chance to travel i would if i got a chance to
travel i would these both have the same meaning here are 20 quotes about second chances
every moment of your life is a second chance rick price thank god you are still alive
for many have died and are dying as i speak you still have the opportunity to change
and make things right whilst those that have died wish for that second chance aleksandr
sebryakov 1 plan ahead one of the most important steps to ensure everyone gets a chance
to speak in group presentations is to plan ahead before you start working on your
presentation have a clear beverly chance age 93 of wichita kansas passed away on sunday
june 2 2024 she was born on march 12 1931 in kansas city missouri to roy and vida
boucher she attended grade school in wichita kansas and graduated from rose hill high
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get a chance english meaning cambridge dictionary May 02 2024 add to word list to have
an opportunity to do something i didn t get a chance to speak to her i would have liked
to meet him but i never got the chance see get chance fewer examples i got a chance to
meet up with some old school friends when back home at the weekend
12 other ways to say when you get a chance wordselector Apr 01 2024 key takeaways when
you get a chance is polite and formal and it shows you respect someone s busy schedule
at your earliest convenience is a great professional phrase to include in your writing
try using in your own time to sound a bit more genuine and informal when you need to
10 polite ways to say did you get a chance english recap Feb 29 2024 1 have you had a
chance to review one of the simplest synonyms for did you get a chance is have you had
a chance to review after all did you get and have you had are synonymous in most
instances so you can switch between them at will we recommend using this phrase when
emailing your boss
5 professional ways to say did you get a chance to Jan 30 2024 did you get a chance too
is an extremely common phrase in english we use it when we re politely inquiring
whether or not someone has done something however it s not always the best choice if
you re hoping to sound professional or formal especially if you re writing an email
english phrase when someone gets a chance phrasemix com Dec 29 2023 when someone gets a
chance when you ask people to do something this phrase lets them know that they don t
have to do it immediately they can do it at a time that s convenient for them here s an
example can you help me with this when you get a chance
chance definition in the cambridge english dictionary Nov 27 2023 noun us tʃæns uk
tʃɑːns chance noun opportunity add to word list b1 c an occasion that allows something
to be done get a chance i didn t get a chance to talk to her have a chance if you have
a chance try the steak give someone a chance he s a very smart kid and just needs
someone to give him a chance
have you got a chance to vs did you get a chance to Oct 27 2023 have you got a chance
to x asks if the person has a chance to do something e g have you got a chance to win
the lottery it essentially implies that being able to do something is mostly out of
your control asking have you got a chance to look into this
when you get a chance idioms by the free dictionary Sep 25 2023 when you get a chance
also found in acronyms when you get a chance as soon as you have a bit of free time hey
sarah when you get a chance would you mind looking over these financial reports there s
something i want to discuss with you when you get a chance see also chance get
get the chance definition and meaning collins english Aug 25 2023 definition of chance
chance tʃɑːns tʃæns variable noun noun that if there is a chance of something happening
it is possible that it will happen see full entry for chance collins cobuild advanced
learner s dictionary copyright harpercollins publishers definition of get get get link
verb
get a chance definition english definition dictionary reverso Jul 24 2023 1 a the
unknown and unpredictable element that causes an event to result in a certain way
rather than another spoken of as a real force b as modifier a chance meeting related
adj fortuitous 2 fortune luck fate 3 an opportunity or occasion 4 a risk gamble you
take a chance with his driving
20 polite ways to say did you get a chance Jun 22 2023 list of polite ways to say did
you get a chance were you able to take a look at have you had an opportunity to check
did you happen to have a moment to review have you had a chance to look over were you
able to give it a glance did you find time to examine have you managed to consider were
you afforded the opportunity to assess
have a chance vs get a chance wordreference forums May 22 2023 1 are have a chance and
get a chance interchangeable if so is this an ae be thing call me when you have a
chance call me when you get a chance longman says they are yet i usually come across
get a chance in movies so is perhaps get a chance ae last edited nov 19 2020 sound
shift senior member derby central england
12 polite ways to say did you get a chance grammarusage Apr 20 2023 one such phrase is
did you get a chance a polite inquiry about someone s progress or availability however
this phrase can become repetitive and lose its impact over time therefore finding 12
polite alternatives can enhance your communication skills and keep your language fresh
and engaging the art of polite inquiry
synonyms for get a chance power thesaurus Mar 20 2023 get a chance synonyms 220 words
and phrases for get a chance have a chance v get the chance v get the opportunity there
s a good chance have the occasion another bite at the cherry opportunity appropriate
moment appropriate occasion appropriate time as one door closes another one opens
opportunity gap in the market
get the chance definition in american english collins Feb 16 2023 definition of chance
chance tʃɑːns tʃæns variable noun noun that if there is a chance of something happening
it is possible that it will happen see full entry for chance collins cobuild advanced
learner s dictionary copyright harpercollins publishers definition of get get get link
verb



chance synonyms 177 similar and opposite words merriam Jan 18 2023 1 as in luck the
uncertain course of events rather than leave everything to chance let s plan how we re
going to spend our time in new york city synonyms similar words relevance luck
circumstance accident hazard casualty fate hap risk uncertainty randomness fortune
what is the difference between get the chance hinative Dec 17 2022 tinypigeon 29 sep
2020 featured answer english uk english us in my opinion these are interchangeable with
each other you could use either one and it would be correct for example if i got the
chance to travel i would if i got a chance to travel i would these both have the same
meaning
20 quotes about second chances that will make you stop and Nov 15 2022 here are 20
quotes about second chances every moment of your life is a second chance rick price
thank god you are still alive for many have died and are dying as i speak you still
have the opportunity to change and make things right whilst those that have died wish
for that second chance aleksandr sebryakov
what are the best ways to ensure everyone gets a chance to Oct 15 2022 1 plan ahead one
of the most important steps to ensure everyone gets a chance to speak in group
presentations is to plan ahead before you start working on your presentation have a
clear
beverly chance obituary wichita ks dignity memorial Sep 13 2022 beverly chance age 93
of wichita kansas passed away on sunday june 2 2024 she was born on march 12 1931 in
kansas city missouri to roy and vida boucher she attended grade school in wichita
kansas and graduated from rose hill high school in 1949 she married her highschool
sweetheart austin chance on november 18 1949
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